io	ECONOMIC HISTORY
A clothier frequently held large stocks of raw materials and
finished cloth—a Gloucestershire clothier in 1707 had two
thousand pounds' worth of cloth at London1—he had to pay
wages to a numerous body of workpeople ; and he had to
allow extensive credit to his customers2. The clothiers,
said a writer in 1719, " are generally men of substance and
good stocks 3. They have often whole towns and villages
employed in their particular works, and though they do
feel a stop of the trade at market, they do not so immedi-
ately put stop to their works, but they must keep their
markets and make their circuits, to take in the yarn and put
out the wool, or their neighbours will break in upon them,
their spinners will seek work in other hands, and perhaps
not be gotten again when they may want them. Thus they
go on for a great while, though the goods when made do
not sell, till Blackwell Hall lies piled up to the roof with
goods, and the wholesale-men's and factors' warehouses are
thronged with them " 4.
(i)
textiles : wool
Among the industries of England the woollen manufac-
ture j^d the premier position from the twelfth to the nine-
teenth century. To quote a petition laid before Parliament in
1800: it was ' our earliest, most extensive and most valuable
manufacture'5. As early as 1454 Parliament declared that
" the making of cloth within all parts of the realm is the
greatest occupation and living of the poor commons of this
land"6. Camden (1607) described English cloth as 'one of
the pillars of the State': Coke termed it ' the worthiest
and richest commodity of this kingdom': the Venetian
ambassador wrote home in 1610 that it formed ' the chief
wealth of this nation': a petition of the Commons to the
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